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Mr/Madame Chairperson,
Distinguished Members of the Committee,

I have the honOur to present the Report of the Secretary-General on the Activities of the
Ethics Office covering the period 1 August 2012 - 31 July 2013.

The Ethics Office continues to strengthen de[ivery of services in accordance with its
mandate. We he[p promote an organizational culture of integrity and accountability, by supporting
ethica[ leadership, through administering the United Nations Financial Disclosure Programme and
the Voluntary Public Disclosure Initiative, providing confidential ethics advice to staff, responding
to comp[aints of retaliation, and increasing ethics awareness andeducation.

The 2012 financial disclosure cycle achieved a record high compliance rate of 99.9 per cent
for a second year in a row. The Organization has engaged a new independent externa[ reviewer for
the programme and at a reduced unit cost. The Votuntary Public Disclosure Initiative continues to
enjoy high levels of participation by senior officials at the Assistant Secretary-General [eve[ and
above.

The Office vig0rous[y enhanced its efforts to promote ethical values and conduct amongst
United Nations staff during 2012-2013. Since August 2012, the Ethics Office has reached out to staff
at UNOG, ECE, UNCTAD, MINUSTAH, ECA, UNMISS, UNOCI, and ECLAC. These outreach missions
promote ethical standards among United Nations staff and familiarize staff with the services
provided by the Ethics Office. These visits a[[ow the Ethics Office to better understand the
chat[enges faced bystaff located in fie[d missions and away from UN Headquarters. Through the
Leadership Dialogues initiative, the Ethics Office introduced a management cascade mechanism to
engage leaders and managers in direct and candid discussions with their co[leagues about the UN
Oath of Office. Over 16,000 staff worldwide, including 5,000 in field missions, have participated in
this new initiative.

The provision of ethics services must be a[igned with a dear understanding of the ethical
risks which the Organization faces: The Ethics Office has developed criteria by which to measure
ethica[ and reputationa[ risks and the impact of mitigation efforts over time, having comp[eted an
ethics and reputationa[ risk assessment for flew missions.

The comprehensive review of the Organization's protection against retaliation policy
continues as p[anned. This review focuses on enhancing how the Organization encourages the
reporting of serious misconduct, protects whist[eb[owers from retaliation, and intervenes to
prevent reta[iation from occurring. The Secretary-General wi[[ report to the Genera[ Assembty at its
sixty-ninth session in 2014 on the moda[ities and recommendations for enhancing this po[icy.

Last but not [east, the Ethics Pane[ of the United Nations (formerly the UN Ethics
Committee) remains the sole mechanism within the UN Secretariat and Funds and Programmes to
promote a coherent and consistent application of ethics standards and to serve as a know[edge
sharing base.

On behalf of the Secretary-General, we wish to thank you for your continued support for the
Ethics Office.




